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Web design is the visual aesthetics and page layout of a website.  Even if

you don’t consider yourself a creative person, it’s still a good idea to

learn web design.

 

Web design has changed in recent years, if you are thinking a static web

page is good enough these days you are mistaken.   Dynamic layout for

your web site is essential in today’s market.

 

What is the difference between a static layout and a dynamic layout, you

ask?  A static layout is not designed to be viewed on multiple devices

where a dynamic layout is designed to display on mobile, web, and tablet

devices.  All serious web sites are moving to dynamic websites and it's

safe to say that there will be no slowing in the trend as we continue to

use our mobiles devices more frequently.

 

The design is the first thing people notice when they arrive on a website,

and if it’s not good enough, they’ll leave. You don’t want to create a site

that frustrates people, do you?

 

Today, there is a huge need for competent web designers with up-to-

date skills. It’s not an opportunity to be sneezed at.

 

Learn web design and you’ll be a valuable asset to many. You’ll also be

able to crank out your own vision using the latest web design tools.



LET’S GET STARTED.
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What is HTML?
 

HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is not

a programming language. It is a markup

language that tells web browsers how to

structure the web pages you visit.

*Also, be sure to check that all the emails

and data will be for your organization. 

 

 

discusion on the what the fundamental languages for
web desing.

HTML  & CSS

 The web design process starts with a visual concept, which

you could sketch by hand or with software like Photoshop.

 

Then, you use HTML and CSS to build the website. HTML and

CSS are the codes for writing web pages. HTML handles the

basic structure and ‘bones’ of your page, while CSS handles

the style and appearance.

What is CSS?
 

CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) allows you to

create great-looking web pages and takes the

HTML to the next level!  CSS can be used for

styling text, backgrounds, images, and icons 

— for example changing the color , size, and

spacing.  When a web browser displays a

document, it must combine the document's

content with its css information called

stylesheets shown as  nameofstylesheet.css

 

 



WHAT ARE THE KEY PARTS OF A

WEBPAGE?
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discusion on the what the fundamental languages for
web desing.

<HEADER>

The header represents a container for introductory content or a set of navigational links
located at the top of your website.  There are a number of common features that just about
every  header has. These features make it easy for someone to navigate and identify your
website.
 
Headers can also be fixed or floating. Fixed headers stay in place at the very top of the page;
They are stuck in position and do not follow your browser’s viewport as you scroll down. You
can notice a sticky header in use on compulabscloud.com. A floating header follows you as
you scroll.This allows someone to quickly navigate to another area of the site after reading to
the bottom of the page without having to scroll back up first. You might be accustomed to
headers without even knowing it. If you go to  CNN.com , for example, you will see the news
organizations sections defined in the header right next to the logo. So when you navigate to
CNN’s home page, you can jump to the Money section right away from the header at any time.
 
Consistent header features make the web a more user-friendly place. Websites can vary in
design in virtually infinite ways, but by maintaining a core set of features, your site will be
much easier to navigate.

Expected header features include:
Logo / Identity

This area of the header is where you set the tone for your site’s branding.  If you’re
on Apple.com, for example, you expect to see the Apple logo in the upper-left
corner of each page. Logos can easily be replaced by text, as long as they identify
the website.
Typically, the logo/identity also functions as a home button, which will take visitors
back to the home page with one click. This is another step you can take to
maintain consistency with other websites, as most reputable ones have this
feature.

1.
a.

b.

Navigation (Main Menu)
Your main menu is the primary user navigation for your website. This is where you
put your important page links. If your website deals with the news, this is where
you would put the main categories of news that you cover so users can quickly get
to the stories they care most about.
Simplicity is key when it comes to header menus.  You want the user to be able to
easily find what topic or section they are looking for.  You don’t want the user to
be lost on how to find information on your site!

1.
a.

b.



Search
Adding a search bar to the header is a great way to help the user find exactly what
they are looking for.  If your site has a lot of content that cannot easily be found
into menus, then it might be beneficial to your user to have an easy-to-find search
bar.

Shopping Cart (Ecommerce Site)
Just about every ecommerce site has a shopping cart access point in the same
place: the most upper-right corner of each page in the store. When someone is
done browsing products and is ready to buy, having a consistent spot to access
the shopping cart to check out is key.

Login / Logout
Websites where visitors can become members often have login/logout features
somewhere on the header bar. 

 
1.

a.

2.
a.

3.
a.
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Other common header features include but not
mandatory:

Your website header is a vital part of your visitor’s website
experience. A functional, consistent header can make a world of
difference in your site’s usability.   You can do a lot to make your
header look and feel unique to your site and as long as the core
common features are in place, your content and design will shine
through.



Using a quality page builder should make quick work of this process. With the right page
builder you will be able to bypass all the html and css tags such as div, img, p, and more.   These
tags are used to hold the individual elements that will make up  your main content. For
example, the body consists of a number of these elements such as an image is held in an <img>
tag and an image tag will be placed in different dividers of the body known as <div>.  If you
plan on doing some hard coding then you can spend the time to learn each html tag and what
it is used for at https://www.w3schools.com/tags/default.asp.  But for this course, we
recommended leaving that for the hard-core coders! We just want to be able to design our
vision through webpages for now.

The Golden Ratio / Rule of Thirds
 
 
It's typical for the homepage to consist of high quality images and text broken into the
converted  Rule of Thirds or sometimes referred to as the Golden Ratio.  The  Rule of Thirds is
considered to be the most important design rule to follow in the creation of web pages!  The
general rule is that whatever you put on your website should be displayed in thirds.  The  Rule
of Thirds is based on an older rule called the Golden Ratio or Fibonacci Sequence!  This ratio
has been used by artists and creatives from Leonardo Da Vinci to Picasso to Banksy! Now it’s
your turn!Figure 2 (below)
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discusion on the what the fundamental languages for
web desing.

<BODY>

The body tag holds the “meat” of your web page, and will include your page’s content. This will
include the main images, text, and links you want to display to your users. Feel free to get
creative with the layout in this area.   Use different arrangements of your content to give the
user the desired look and  feel you desire.



A privacy policy describes how your website

will handle user information. This document is

becoming more critical as the internet begins to

require websites to disclose this information. 

Things like how long the emails will be collected

and what information is being collected is

becoming a necessary part of your website. The

term of use is most critical for e-commerce

websites that handle credit card purchases and

sensitive financial data. 

 

The copyright notice is to let the world know

that your website is your property.  This helps

protect your content  from others taking your

content without giving some intellectual credit. 

The notices have to be updated every year. We

recommend using a website builder platform

that automates this process for you. Figure 3

(below)
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 Use an eye-catching layout for high conversion.

<FOOTER>

 The footer is located at the bottom of a web

page. The common perception of the website

footer is that it’s not as important as the header

or body of the content.  It does serve a key

purpose of reinforcing specific information

about your website! It can include more text

about the page or additional menus for the user

to navigate.  Most importantly it is the place for

the copyright notices, privacy Policy and terms

or use.

PRIVACY  POLICY  AND  TERMS  OF  USE



Today web design platforms handle most of the code for you using drag and drop page
builders.  With knowledge of the visual concept choosing a reliable page builder will provide
the options that will be able to achieve your desired layout for your website!Using the
Compulabscloud(™), users can easily create the layout from our pre-built templates.  You can
easily add videos, custom text, images, icons and more.  We recommend starting from a pre-
built template. Not just for you to try our product,  but because the internet users have
become accustomed to certain behaviors on the web.  Building your website along these best
practices will help make your website easier to use!
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SUMMARY:



Build an online résumé. Bonus points for ensuring it’s responsive, prints well, and
encoding all assets into a single HTML file which can be sent via email. (Tip: avoid adding
JavaScript to ensure it won’t be blocked by email systems.)
Build an interactive portfolio. A graphical list of all your sites with additional information
when an item is clicked. A Grid layout is ideal but, if you really want a challenge, try a
masonry layout. (CSS Grid cannot implement this yet, but consider how it could be
achieved using CSS columns or a vertically ordered Grid layouts.)
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WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH THIS TUTORIAL?
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